
My name is Philip T. Cowherd and this is Reverend Glendy Hamilton. 

We have provided each commissioner and the clerk a package of documents, and wish 
that they all were made part of the public record of this meeting 

We are not here to support or fight the soccer stadium. 

We are stake holders of the Parramore Heritage Area and have life time vested interests. 

I am second generation Parramore area residential investor since 1958-my office is 2 
blocks west of proposed soccer stadium. 

Reverend Glendy Hamilton is the Pastor of Harvest Baptist Church and school at 514 S. 
Parramore Ave. His Church is 2 city blocks south of proposed soccer stadium. He has 
been there as Pastor for 3 5 years. 

We know what we are talking about and invite all commissioners to question our 
comments and statements and make us defend or prove them. 

We are here to make certain that this commission knows the following six things: 

# 1) The residential area surrounding the proposed soccer stadium is a very dangerous 
place. 

#2) Drug dealers and prostitutes do business in the Parramore Heritage Area 
constantly. 

#3) Break ins, robberies, shootings and murders are common occurrences. 
#4) Sexual offenders and predators occupy the area at the highest rate in central 

Florida. 
#5) These problems can be solved economically 

And 

#6) If the crime surrounding the proposed soccer stadium is NOT reduced to normal 
levels for the Orlando metropolitan area before the stadium is built the City and 
County will be putting our children, our guests, our tourists, our citizens, our tax 
payers, our reputation, economy and our tourist tax at great risk. 

What is the solution? 

30 visible, permanent and monitored crime cameras located in the residential areas of 
Parramore. 

How do we know the cameras will work? 

The City of Orlando installed a crime camera over looking property it purchased 
years ago near the corner of Lee and Bently in the Parramore area. It quickly 
changed the area dramatically for several surrounding blocks. Ask the Chief of 
Police of Tampa how he likes his camera system. 
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How do we know where to put these cameras? 

Decades of personal experience! 

How much will the cameras cost? 
Show math-
The City estimated $300,000 several years ago and we suspect the cost is much 
lower today. This is less than 3/lOOth of 1 %of the billion dollars the City and 
County is spending in the geographic area between the Performing Arts Center 
and the Citrus Bowl, which includes 00% of the Parramore Heritage Area. 

Cameras and their monitoring have proven to save more than their cost in law 
enforcement and have improved property values leading to increased tax revenue 
for cities and counties that have installed and monitored there. 

Show exhibits-1-5 

Here is some recent Parramore Heritage Area crime history. The area is less than one 
mile square, and it borders by I-4 on the east~ OBT on the west, Colonial Dr. on the North 
and Gore Ave. on the South. The soccer stadium is proposed for the middle of the 
Parramore Heritage Area. 

WHAT WILL THE CITY SAY ABOUT OUR REQUEST FOR THE CAMERAS 

1) The City will say we don't have the money. 

Our Answer: We can save 3/100th of 1% of the venue cost for public safety. We can no 
longer ignore the moral responsibility of protection of the Parramore 
residents and certainly must do all possible to avoid the legal responsibility 
of ailing to protect the soccer fans and public. 

The monitored cameras will pay for themselves in reduced policing cost 
and increased property values causing the City and County to increase tax 
revenue. 

2) The City will say the Parramore Heritage Area crime rate has been reduced. 

Our Answer: Even though the Parramore Heritage Area population has been reduced 
from 18,000 to 6,000 the crime rate is still far higher than the balance of the 
City and is unacceptable to add a soccer stadium and its fans to the area 

The Parramore Area crime rate has been and is often suppressed by 
extraordinary policing and law enforcement for short periods. As soon as 
the very expensive and extraordinary policing ends, the drug dealers and 
prostitutes return. This has been going on for decades and will continue 
until the visible, permanent and monitored crime cameras are installed and 
watched. The cameras will make the extraordinary expensive policing 
unnecessary. 
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3) The City will say the City has more crime cameras in the Parramore Heritage Area 
than anywhere else. 

Our Answer: The cameras are not in the surrounding residential area where 
the crime festers and grows daily. Fans and tourists will in evidentially 
find themselves on the side streets of Parramore. This has been 
disastrous in the past and will be again. Research has shown that the 
addition of the 30 residential cameras to the existing commercial area 
cameras will be the total number necessary to substantially reduce the 
crime in the Parramore Heritage Area. 

4) The City will say residents of the Parramore Heritage Area are concerned ab0ut 
their privacy and do not want cameras. 

Our Answer: How many complaints has the City had about the one successful residential 
area crime camera which the City installed about a decade ago? If it is a 
problem why is it still there? , 

How was Reverend Glendy Hamilton able to get 650 Parramore Heritage 
Area stake holders to sign a petition begging the City to install 30 cameras 
in the residential areas? 

5) The City will say crime cameras are only part of policing, or don't work, or are too 
expensive. 

Our Answer: Ask the Chief of Police of Tampa and read the attached Urban 
Institute report dated September, 2011. 

WHAT DO WE WANT? 

WE WANT THE COUNTY TO TELL THE CITY THAT IT MUST INSTALL AND 
MONITOR 30 PERMANENT, VISIBLE CRIME CAMERAS IN THE PARRAMORE 
HERITAGE AREA'S RESIDENTIAL STREETS BEFORE THE SOCCER STADIUM 
IS BUILT. NO CAMERAS-NO MONEY! 

This is our moral and legal responsibility. IF WE DO NOT DO THIS. THERE WILL 
BE CONSEQUENCES TO PAY. 

I would like to introduce Reverend Glendy Hamilton, Pastor of Harvest Baptist Church 
and School-Please allow him to speak 11ext on the subject. If you have any questions of 
me or Reverend Hamilton we will gladly answer them. 

I hope that each and every one of you visit his Church and School and see the wonderful 
work that he has been doing two blocks south of the proposed soccer stadium for the last 
35 years. 
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PARRAMORE HERITAG'E: AREA PUBLIC SAFTEY PETITION 

Whereas-
The City of Orlando approximately a decade ago adopted the Parramore Heritage 
Renovation Area's final plan to secure and improve its residential areas (Orange Blossom 
Trail to I-4. Colonial Dr. to Gore), 

' ' 

And whereas-the Parramore Heritage Renovation Area still suffers from an unbearable · 
and incredibly high crime rate, 

And where as-after decades of effort, of the Orlando Police Department has failed to 
permanently remove the drug dealers and prostitutes from the Parramore Heritage 
Renovation Area, 

And where as•the·Parramore Heritage Renovation Area has the highest concentration of 
government supported social SCJllices and homeless shelters in Orlando and their 
associated problems and crime, 

And where as-the Parramore Heritage Renovation Area's streets are so dangerous parents 
will not allow their children to play outsicie, 

And where as-the City of Orlando has installed many monitored and recorded 
' ' surveillance cameras around the events center and the downtown locations to protect 

visitors and commercial business customers, 

And where as-a very large percentage of the downtown drug sales. prostitution. violence 
and shootings occur in the residential areas of the Parramore Heritage Renovation Area.· 

And where as-the Parramore Heritage Renovation Area is well known to contain many 
long-time and convenient locations for the customers of drug dealers and prostitutes, 

And where as a few surveillance cameras installed in residential locations in the 
. Parramore Heritage Renovation Area have run off the drug and prostitution customers 
thereby quickly and permanently cleaning up seve~al surrounding city blocks, 

And where as-the Orlando Police Department has spent millions temporarily occupying 
the same known Parramore Heritage Renovation Area drug and prostitution sales 
locations •. over and over only to relocate them from one well known hot spot to another 
within the neighborhood for years. 

And where as-approximately 30 additional crime cameras placed throughout the 
residential areas would reduce the crime rate in the Parramore Heritage Renovation Area 
to approximate the average ofthe other City of Orlando neighborhoods, . 

And where as-the cost of said cameras and their installation would approximate only the · '\)~ 
cost of two full time police officers for one year, ~ 

. ~~ -~,~ 
THEREFORE- . ~\'\ ~~l~Y"' .~ 
WE RESIDENTS AND STAKEHOLDERS OF THE PARRAMORE HERITAGE ()) ~~'~ b\lDttr. 
RENOVATION AREA DO HEREBY REQUEST THAT THE CITY OF ORLANDO 't ~~~ \N'\r 
INSTALL AND MQNITQij. AND RECORD 30 ADDITIONAL SURVELLIAN<;E .>3' wcF· 
CAM ERAS IN THE PARRAMORE HERII AGE RENOV A IION AREA WHICH . -~ . 
WILL VIEW RESIDENTIAL AREAS __ NOT ~WN~D ~R O~ERA !W BY NON- ~~c~\~ 
PROF I IS OR UOV ERNMENTAGENCIES OI<TIIEIR:_SUBiiJ]JSTQ)'JS. ~~~~/ 
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Sexual Offenders in Parramore Heritage Area 
May 20,2013 
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Evaluating the Use of Public Surveillance Cameras 
for Crime Control and Prevention-A Summary 
Nancy G. LaVigne, Samantha S. Lowry, Joshua A. Markman, and Allison M. Dwyer 

A growing number of cities are using surveillance cameras to reduce crime, but little research exists to determine whether 

they're worth the cost. With jurisdictions across the country tightening their belts, public safety resources are scarce-and 

policymakers need to know which potential investments are likely to bear fruit. 

T
o fill the knowledge gap, the Urban 

Institute studied surveillance systems 

in three cities-Baltimore, Maryland; 

Chicago, Illinois; and Washington, 

D.C.-to document how they were being used 

and analyze how much they were affecting 

crime, if at all. The theory is that surveillanc.e 

cameras will deter potential offenders, alert 

police to dangerous situations, generate evi

dence to help identify suspects and witnesses, 

and foster the perception of safety, encouraging 

people to use public spaces. We evaluated each 

city's system to learn whether it was effective 

and cost-beneficial and drew on the sites' expe

riences to offer lessons to other jurisdictions. 

Results varied, with crime falling in some 

areas and remaining unchanged in others. Much 

of the success or failure depended on how the 

surveillance system was set up and monitored 

and how each city balanced privacy and security. 

Baltimore virtually saturated its downtown area 

with cameras and assigned police to monitor live 

video feeds around the dock. Chicago installed 

an extensive wireless network of cameras and 

allowed access to all officers. Washington, having 

the fewest cameras of the three sites, placed them 

strategically in high-crime areas; the site also 

restricted live monitoring to protect the privacy 

of people being recorded. 

Baltimore, Maryland: Crime Falls in 
Most Areas after Cameras Are Installed 
The public surveillance program in Baltimore 

grew from a pilot project of five can1eras to more 

than 500, installed downtown and in high

crime neighborhoods. The bulk of the cameras 

span a 50-block area in downtown Baltimore 

and are monitored around the clock from a cen

tral control room by a team of trained retired 

police officers. Detractors argued that criminals 

would just move to new locations, away from 

cameras, but police anticipated vulnerable areas 

and placed patrol officers in those spots. 

Does It Work? Roughly four months after cam

eras were installed downtown in 2005, crime 

dropped by more than 30 incidents per month 

on average. By 2008, the lower numbers were 

holding steady, with 30 fewer incidents of crime 

in March 2008 than in March 2007 and half the 
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number in April 2008 than the year before. We 

foWld significant declines in total crime, violent 

crime, and larceny downtown from January 

2003 through April 2008. Also, we foWld no 

evidence that crime was being displaced to 

nearby areas and, in fact, observed some signs 

chat crime prevention benefits extended beyond 

the cameras' specific viewing areas. 

The cameras' effects on crime were mixed in 

other Baltimore neighborhoods. After can1era.~ 

were installed in Greenmount, crime declined 

by an average of 13 fewer incidents per month. 

Mter controlling for crime reductions in a 

matched comparison area, the estimated reduc

tion in crime associated with cameras wa.~ more 

d1an ro percenL In Tri-District, crime fell by 

nearly 35 percent after controlling for crime 

reductions in a marched comparison area. 

Thefts inside buildings and robberies declined 

by roughly rwo incidents a month. The North 

Avenue area, however, experienced no reduction 

in crime after the camera.~ were installed. 

Police, public officials, and other criminal 

justice stakeholders considered the surveillance 

program an effective crime control tool. The 

cam.cras recorded crimes in progress, captured 

images of getaway vehicles, helped police 

retrieve weapons used during a crime, and 

compelled witnesses to cooperate with police. 

Lessons Learned. Despite Baltimore's success, 

its surveillance system did have limitations. The 

cameras, whim pan on a programmed tour when 

they're not being monitored, didn't always cap

nue criminal events from starr to finish. Visibility 

was poor at night and in bad weather. Prosecutors 

encountered the "CSI effect," whereby juries have 

unrealistic expectations of seeing advanced foren

sic and technological evidence, so their verdicts 

are influenced by the absence of camera footage. 

Ongoing maintenance, including repairing van

dalized cameras, ended up costing more than the 

original system. Early problems led officials to 

purchase new cameras with protective domes, 

cover electrical lines with metal bands, and lock 

electrical access conduits-but the new cameras 

weren't always compatible with the old ones or 

with the monitoring equipment. 

Is It Worth the Cost? Even accounting for the 

lack of results in the North Avenue area, d1e 

monthly benefits of Baltimore's surveillance 

system outweighed the monthly costs. We esti

mated d1e total cost of Baltimore's surveillance 

program at $8.1 million as of April 2008 (or 

roughly $224,000 a month for 36 months), wid1 

most of the money going toward start-up costs. 

The estimated benefits of averting crime by 

considering the savings in criminal justice costs 

(police, coun, and corrections resources) and 

victimization costs (out-of-pocket costs and pain 

and suffering)-came to about $12 million, or 

$334,000 a month. In other words, for every 

dollar spent the city saved more than $1.50. 

When considering just me savings that 

direcdy affect government budgets (leaving 

aside victimization costs), the benefits from 

reduced crime were roughly equal to the cost 

of the camera.~-$r.o6 for every dollar spent. 

Overall, we found that Baltimore's surveillance 

system was effective and worth the expense. 

Chicago, Illinois: Savings from 
Reduced Crime Rates Far Outweigh 
Surveillance Costs 
Chicago leveraged federal and state funds and 

committed their own resources to support a 

multimillion-dollar surveillance program with 

more than 8,ooo cameras, including police, 

transit, and public school cameras. We focused 

on a subset of the 2,ooo-some cameras (called 

police observation devices, or PODs) operated 

by the Chicago Police Department in rwo 

neighborhoods, Humboldt Park and West 

Garfield Park. These can1eras are highly visible, 

with signs and flashing blue lights, and con

nected by a wireless nerwork that allows offi

cers to watch real-time camera feeds from their 

desktop computers. 

Does It Work? In August 2003, when the cam

eras were installed in Humboldt Park, the area 

experienced a brief spike in crime, with nearly 

500 reported incidents in a single month. The 

crime rate dropped 20 percent the next month 

and stayed low on average. To weed out other 

factors that affect crime trends, we compared 

Humboldt Park wim a similar neighborhood 

(matched on historical crime rates, demograph

ics, and land use) and determined that me cam

eras alone were likely responsible for a nearly 12 

percent drop in the crime rate. 

Average monthly crime counts for drug

related offenses and robberies fell by nearly a 

third (or over 30 fewer drug-related offenses 

and mree fewer robberies per month). Violenc 

crime was down 20 percent, with six fewer 

incidents per month on average. The numbers 

interrupt crimes in progress, intervene, make 

arrests, and deter potential offenders. 

mayor, law enforcement, and rhe community. 

Second, train prosecutors and defense attar-

neys on how to usc and present camera 

footage as evidence in court. 

Is It Worth the Cost? While crime did nor 

measurably mange in West Garfield Park, the 

reductions in crime in Humboldt Park alone 

were enough to justifY the cost of cameras for 

hom areas. Chicago spent about $6.8 million 

total (or $190,000 a mond1) on its surveillance 

system in Humboldt Park and West Garfield 

Park as of August 2006, with most of the cost 

related to personnel. 

By installing the cameras, the city saved a 

sizeable $815,000 a month on criminal justice 

costs and victims' financial and emotional costs. 

The crimes prevented in Humboldt Park saved 

the city $4.30 for every dollar spent on the 

surveillance system. Even taking me victims' 

costs out of me calculation, the benefits of the 

cameras far outweighed the costs, with $2.81 

in savings for .every dollar spent. Our results 

.~,\·~ --\u ~aU-
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provide compelling support for Chicago's use 

of public surveillance cameras. 

Washington, D.C.: Residents' Privacy 
Concerns lead to limited Monitoring 
The District of Columbia was an early adopter 

of surveillance technology, installing several cam

eras in 2002 chat were used to monitor special 

events. In 2006, following a spate of 14 killings in 

the first u days of July, cameras were in~talled in 

specific location~ with a high volwne of violent 

crimes. The cameras were marked and clearly 

visible but didn't boast the flashing blue lights 

found in Baltimore and Chicago. 

District residents were outspoken about 

their concerns that neighborhood cameras 

would be misused and that they threatened 

citizens' right to privacy. The city council held 

open hearings for the public and interest groups 

and designed camera guidelines based on their 

input. Those guidelines prohibit monitors from 

viewing flyers tha.t are being distributed or tar

geting cameras on people based on their race, 

gender, sexual orientation, disability, or other 

characteristics. The cameras can only be moni

tored from one control center and a police offi

cer at the rank of lieutenant or higher must be 

in the room. Up to two officers serve as moni

tors on each shift, with one usually watching 

four or five cameras at a time while the other 

works with crime-alert technology in rhe room. 

Does It Work? Cameras alone did nor appear to 

have an effect on crime in D.C. The number of 

violent crimes and assaults with a deadly 

weapon fell, but theft went up. Those changes, 

though, could be attributed to other factors 

besides the cameras. Indeed, when those factors 

were controlled for by comparing crime·trends 

with a similar area that did not have surveillance 

cameras, the declines in violent crime and 

assaults disappeared. Given the absence of a sta

tistically significant impact of cameras on crime, 

we did nor analyze the cost-benefit trade-ofF of 

camera use in D.C. 

Lessons Learned. District police officers said it 

was hit or miss whether a camera captured a 

crime, but when it did, the footage was a power

ful tool in investigating and prosecuting the 

offense. Police felt the cameras were a crime 

deterrent and, at the least, raised community 

awareness and the perception of safety, though 

they questioned whether criminals simply 

moved to areas that didn't have cameras. 

Recommendations across Study Sites 
Overall, the cameras-when actively moni

tored-were effective at cutting down crime. 

And the savings and benefit~ of fewer crimes out

weighed the cost of the surveillance system. Police, 

poli1..)'111akers, and others involved in criminal 

justice largely viewed the cameras as a useful 

tool for preventing crimes, aiding in arrests, and 

supporting investigations and prosecutions. 

Our interviews and analyses yielded lessons 

for other jurisdictions planning to install or 

expand their own camera systems: 

• Ba.lancc utility with privacy. Cities and 

neighborhoods chat saw no change in crime 

may not be actively monitoring their cameras 

or may have had too few camera.~ to render 

the system a useful crime prevention and 

investigation tool. When deciding how to 

monitor the cameras, jurisdictions must bal

ance privacy and utility-guidelines that arc 

roo restrictive can limit what the system can 

do, but residents must be protected against 

invasion of privacy. 

• Involve the community at the outset. 

Stakeholders cmphasi1..ed how important it is 

to get community input and explain the sur

veillance system to the public before it's put in 

place. Developing and disseminating written 

policies on how the footage will be used and 

secured can go a long way toward building 

public support. 

• Don't underestimate costs. Stakeholders ar 

all three sites stressed the cost of installation, 

maintenance, and monitoring-which turned 

out to be much higher than the cost of rhe 

cameras themselves. Jurisdictions investing in a 

public surveillance system should do their own 

research rather than rely on the advice of ven

dors, who may not detail all the associated costs. 

• Anticipate technology upgrades. Camera 

technology is constantly evolving, offering 

greater resolution and more useful features 

IU URBAN INSTITUTE 

with each new version. But a higher-quality 

image means larger files to store. Planners need 

to anticipate and budget for such upgrades. 

• Start small. Installing cameras in one or two 

areas first lets police figure our how best to 

place cameras and monitor them before 

going to scale. 

• Consider location. While camera locations 

should be guided by high-crime hot spots, 

practical concerns will also play a role-such 

as how close the camera needs to be to a 

power source and what natural and man

made barriers will have to be accommodated. 

• Invest in live monitoring. Officials in 

Baltimore said they got the most from their 

surveillance system by actively monitoring 

the cameras and intervening in real rime. 

Active monitoring allows police to zoom into 

a scene to capture imporranr details of a 

crime that may be missed if the camera is 

simply programmed on an automated tour, 

panning back and forth. But active monitor

ing rakes a lot of time and resources and 

raises public concerns about privacy. 

• Prioritize training. Detectives and prosecu

tors need to be trained on how to usc camera 

footage and how ro retrieve it. They should 

also learn the limitations of video evidence 

and how it typically enhances, rathe.r than 

serves as a substitute for, witness testimony. 

While the results of this evaluation are promising, 

it's important to keep in mind that surveillance 

cameras alone are not enough to prevent 

crime--they're simply another crime control and 

investigative tool and are by no means a substi

tute for sworn officers. And like any roo!, cam

eras are only as good as the way in which they're 

used and how well they're inregrared into rhe 

larger strategy of policing and public safety. • 

For the full report aml methodolozy, 

see "Evaluating the Use of Public Surveillance 

Cameras for Crime Control and Prevention" 

by Nancy G. La Vigne, Samantha S. Lowry, 

]osbua A. Markman, and Allison .M. Dwyer at 

http://www. urban. orglurl. cfin? ID~4I23)I. html. 
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